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The role of crustal quartz in controlling Cordilleran deformation
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Large-scale deformation of continents remains poorly understood more than 40 years after
the plate tectonic revolution1. Rock flow strength and mass density variations both
contribute to stress, so both are certain to be important, but these depend (somewhat
nebulously) on rock type, temperature and whether or not unbound water is present2.
Hence, it is unclear precisely how Earth material properties translate to continental
deformation zones ranging from tens to thousands of kilometres in width, why deforming
zones are sometimes interspersed with non-deforming blocks and why large earthquakes
occasionally rupture in otherwise stable continental interiors. An important clue comes
from observations that mountain belts and rift zones cyclically form at the same locations
despite separation across vast gulfs of time3 (dubbed the Wilson tectonic cycle),
accompanied by inversion of extensional basins4 and reactivation of faults and other
structures formed in previous deformation events5. Here we show that the abundance of
crustal quartz, the weakest mineral in continental rocks2, may strongly condition
continental temperature and deformation. We use EarthScope seismic receiver functions6,
gravity and surface heat flow measurements7 to estimate thickness and seismic velocity
ratio, vP/vS, of continental crust in the western United States. The ratio vP/vS is relatively
insensitive to temperature but very sensitive to quartz abundance8,9. Our results
demonstrate a surprising correlation of low crustal vP/vS with both higher lithospheric
temperature and deformation of the Cordillera, the mountainous region of the western US.
The most plausible explanation for the relationship to temperature is a robust dynamical
feedback, in which ductile strain first localizes in relatively weak, quartz-rich crust, and
then initiates processes that promote advective warming, hydration and further weakening.
The feedback mechanism proposed here would not only explain stationarity and spatial
distributions of deformation, but also lend insight into the timing and distribution of
thermal uplift10 and observations of deep-derived fluids in springs11.
Separating thermal and compositional influences on lithospheric rheology, understanding
the roles of crust and mantle in lithospheric stability, and explaining structural reactivation and
the Wilson tectonic cycle are among the primary goals of EarthScope1, a major research
equipment initiative to illuminate solid Earth processes using dense seismic and geodetic arrays.
EarthScope’s transportable seismic array has collected data at more than 1,000 sites and will
eventually sample the entire continental United States at ~70-km spacing.
Compressional (vP) and shear (vS) seismic velocity fields are somewhat ambiguous tools
for separating compositional variations from thermal effects, because they are sensitive to both.
However, the ratio vP/vS is very sensitive to compositional variations in crustal rocks, and
particularly the silica content (Fig. 1a, after ref. 8). Weighted regression of density versus vP/vS
for continental rock types tracks the line from granite to gabbro, the silicic and mafic endmembers of continental crystalline rocks. Variation in vP/vS for a large range of temperature9 is
comparatively small. Inspection of vP/vS for constituent minerals (Fig. 1b) reveals that rock
compositional dependence predominantly reflects sensitivity to quartz, because mafic minerals
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exhibit vP/vS that is similar to (or slightly lower
than) feldspar and mica, the other major
constituents of granite.
Figure 1. Laboratory measurements of rock properties.
a, Density  versus velocity ratio vP/vS for rocks8; bars are
1. Green line is a weighted regression of laboratory
measurements; grey line depicts slope inverted from
geophysical data (see Methods). Cyan curve shows
feldspar temperature dependence for a 20–900 °C range9;
other minerals behave similarly. b, Density versus vP/vS for
minerals8 shows quartz dominates the compositional
relationship. c, Flow strength for crustal mineral
constituents2, assuming 1014 s1 strain rate, 1 mm grain
size, and a geotherm from the Colorado plateau. Brittlefield failure assumes a frictional coefficient μ = 0.2.
Temperature, quartz abundance and water fugacity
determine whether the lower crust flows.

A geophysical tool for mapping quartz
concentration in crustal rocks would illuminate
crustal deformation processes, because flow
strength of crustal rocks is also sensitive to
quartz. Mineral flow strength2 for the lesser of
dislocation and diffusion creep is shown in Fig.
1c; the strength of mineral constituents bounds
that of rock aggregates (and weaker constituents
are favoured). Hence the key factors influencing
flow viscosity are temperature, water fugacity
and abundance of quartz.
The ratio vP/vS is not widely used to
estimate crustal composition because accurate
estimation is difficult. Body wave tomograms,
for example, often have very different path
sampling for shear and compressional waves.
Receiver-function studies of differences in P- and
mode-converted S-wave arrival times from the
Moho are sensitive to both crustal thickness (H)
and vP/vS (K), so both can be estimated from
amplitude stacks of seismic arrivals at times
predicted for a range of possible H and K (ref.
12). However, vP/vS is poorly determined in
receiver-function analyses when crustal depths
are aliased, so it is commonly treated as a
nuisance parameter if seismometer spacing
exceeds a few tens of kilometres. Indeed,
EarthScope Automated Receiver
Survey
(EARS6) estimates of vP/vS behave very much
like random noise (Fig. 2a and c). An example
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H–K parameter stack from Nevada (Fig. 2d) illustrates some of the problems: stack amplitude
maxima are elongate in the K dimension, and real-Earth violation of the method’s implicit
assumptions (a one-dimensional medium with a single impedance contrast) results in smearing of
stacked phase arrival energy and multiple maxima.

Figure 2. Likelihood filtering of crustal thickness and vP/vS. a, Raw EARS6 estimates of vP/vS.
b, Binned (red circles) and modelled (blue line) root-variograms (root mean squared-difference
as a function of distance) of crustal thickness measurements; light colours are raw EARS
estimates; full colour saturation, our final model. c, Root-variograms of vP/vS. d, EARS6 H–K
stack for Transportable Array site O09A (H = 25 km; K = 2.08). e, O09A stack after likelihood
filtering (H = 29.75; K = 1.76). 1–2 contours of optimal interpolation (grey) and gravity (white)
models used to generate likelihood filters are also shown.
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To improve resolution of bulk crustal vP/vS, we modified EARS H–K parameter stacks
using two likelihood filters: one derived from spatial statistics (using optimal interpolation), and
another from gravity modelling of the crustal thickness and vP/vS fields (see Methods). Crustal
thickness and vP/vS parameters trade off unfavourably in both the receiver-function stack (Fig.
2d) and the gravity modelling (Fig. 2e). Combining the information content from the two data
sets is advantageous, because the parameter confidence axes are approximately orthogonal,
resulting in a ‘cross-hairs’ on the model parameter space (and hence a much improved estimate
of vP/vS, shown in Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Bulk crustal vP/vS of the western United States. Dashed white lines are
physiographic province boundaries; dashed black outlines large granitic batholiths; solid grey
line is the approximate 87Sr/86Sr = 0.706 isotopic isopleth.
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Variations in vP/vS have been attributed to both compositional variations and pore fluid
pressure effects. High (that is, greater than hydrostatic) pore fluid pressure can significantly raise
vP/vS, but it would also lower density. In the western United States, composition dominates, as
evidenced by the positive sign of the density parameter relating vP/vS to observed gravity (grey
line in Fig. 1a; see Methods). Figure 3 exhibits high vP/vS in several well-studied mafic
provinces, including the Snake River plain (where the Yellowstone hotspot has intruded massive
quantities of basalt13) and oceanic-derived terranes in the Cascadia forearc14 and the Great Valley
forearc basin15. Crust beneath the Idaho and Coastal Range granitic batholiths has anomalously
low vP/vS, as it does under eastern parts of the Sierra Nevada and Baja batholiths and the Cascade
volcanoes. The 87Sr/86Sr = 0.706 isopleth16,17, a contour of isotopic measurements thought to
mark the boundary between young oceanic-derived crust and older, Precambrian continental
crust, tracks a sharp boundary between high vP/vS to the west and low to the east where the
isopleth is well-sampled (California and Idaho).
The variation of vP/vS exhibits a remarkable correspondence to the Cenozoic tectonic
strain history. The Basin and Range and Rio Grande rifts have relatively low vP/vS ratio,
particularly along the margins where modern strain rates are highest. The Rocky Mountain
provinces (where Laramide thick-skin tectonism was substantial but modern strain-rates are low)
also have low vP/vS. Deformation-resistant Cordilleran blocks such as the Great Valley,
Columbia plateau and Colorado plateau have higher vP/vS, as does the stable continental interior,
especially in the northern Great Plains.
Perhaps most interesting is the strong inverse correlation observed between vP/vS and
surface heat flow7 (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4a). Quantitatively, the correlation coefficient r is
0.56, significant at more than 26 confidence, for gravity fields derived from thermal and vP/vS
models (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2). This is surprising, in that the direct effect of
temperature on seismic velocities (for example, cyan line in Fig. 1a) would entail high vP/vS in
warm regions. Thermal conductivity is sensitive to composition18, but also to temperature, such
that granite has 20% greater conductivity than gabbro at the surface, equal conductivity at
~225 °C and 30% lower conductivity at 700 °C. Hence refractory conduction through the crust,
in which three-dimensional heat transfer is favoured in lateral zones of higher conductivity,
should yield an opposite-signed relation to that which we observe, and the shallower variations
will partially offset the opposite-signed deeper refraction yielding a net-small effect on surface
heat flow. Radiogenic heat production is also sensitive to composition, and the relationship
predicted between vP/vS and heat flow variation has the correct sign, but also would be small
relative to measured heat flow variations. Radial vS anisotropy19 probably perturbs the signal, and
has been observed to be strongest in rifted corridors where advective heat transfer is also
greatest. However, the pattern of anisotropy variation is very different to that of vP/vS, and the 0–
5% measured range of crustal anisotropy roughly maps to the ~0.08 1 uncertainty of the vP/vS
estimates.
Inverse correlation of vP/vS to heat flow makes sense if we consider that advective
processes dominate Cordilleran heat flow variations20. Advective processes include lithospheric
thinning via rifting21, asthenospheric return flow over mantle drips22, and associated processes of
magmatism and fluid flux, which are amplified by warming-induced release of water bound in
lower-crustal minerals23. Higher temperatures and water both serve to decrease ductile strength,
so puzzling observations like the Wilson cycle, basin inversion and structural reactivation may
arise from a geodynamical feedback engendered by variations in crustal silica: ductile strain
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initially localizes where quartz concentrations are greatest and the crust is weakest; strain
induces lithospheric thinning (in extension) or Rayleigh-Taylor instability (in contraction) which
promotes advective heat transfer; the resulting warming hydrates the crust and further weakens
the lithosphere, feeding back on the strain localization.

Figure 4. Related fields. Dashed white lines are physiographic province boundaries. a, Surface
heat flow7; black circles are borehole measurement sites. b, Crustal thickness. c, Effective elastic
thickness from coherence analysis of gravity and topography24. Grey lines approximate the
eastern limits of Sevier thin-skin contraction (solid) and Laramide foreland thick-skin
contraction (dashed). d, Residual of the gravity model. Black dashed lines outline potassic
volcanism associated with the Sierra Nevada drip26, deeper imaging of the Great Basin drip27,
and the 500 m contour of swell elevation modelled for Yellowstone25.
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Spatial distributions of deep-derived fluid flux, inferred from surface sampling of
He/ He and 13C isotopic ratios1,11, lend support to this hypothesis: deep-derived fluid flux is
found almost exclusively in regions of low crustal vP/vS, opposite to the relationship expected if
pore fluid pressure were a significant fraction of the signal6. Observations of high CO2 fluxes11
are consistent with the expectation that CO2 and water must be present in combination to buffer
against resorption of these highly reactive volatiles into crystalline rock23. These fluids may be
an important vector for Cordilleran advective heat transfer, and hence it is conceivable that the
relationship of crustal quartz abundance to deformation proposed here would not be possible
without the water cycled into the lithosphere during subduction cycles. Of course, not all
advective processes begin with surface strain: the Yellowstone-Snake River plain system
responded to deep-mantle rather than lithosphere dynamics. But high correlation of lithospheric
temperature to crustal composition suggests the feedback mechanism proposed here can be
important, and advective heating promoted by deep fluid flux may also lend new insight into the
distribution and timing of Cordilleran thermal uplift10.
3

4

Crustal thickness (Fig. 4b) is also inversely correlated with both heat flow (r = –0.32) and
vP/vS (r = –0.14). These correlations are highly significant (at >12 and 5 confidence,
respectively), and expected if our proposed dynamical feedback is correct, but coefficients are
substantially lower than for vP/vS and temperature. A likely reason for weaker correlation of
crustal thickness is suggested by the relationship of Cordilleran strain history to lithospheric
effective elastic thickness, Te (Fig. 4c), estimated from an optimized isostatic analysis of gravity
and topography24. Modern crustal thickness reflects both orogenic thickening before 30 Myr ago
and thinning by subsequent rifting. Values of Te > 30 km imply a contribution of mantle
strength25, and whereas extended provinces westward of Sevier-belt thin-skinned contraction
exhibit no modern mantle strength, the uppermost mantle under Laramide thick-skinned thrusts
remains strong today. Extension has been relatively weak in the Laramide foreland where the
mantle is strong. As Laramide thickening focused in regions of more abundant crustal quartz, the
net result is thicker crust associated with lower vP/vS (whereas in regions of low mantle strength,
the opposite is true). There is evidence of latest Quaternary normal faulting throughout the
Laramide foreland provinces, however, leaving open the possibility of future weakening.
Regardless, the potential for vP/vS mapping to help resolve ambiguities in crustal versus mantle
contributions to total lithospheric strength is intriguing.
Also of interest is the residual of the gravity model (Fig. 4d). The residual anomalies lend
confidence to the inference that unmodelled mass anomalies do not contaminate estimates of the
bulk crustal composition, crustal thickness or thermal variation fields. Figure 4d shows
recognizable evidence of surficial mass (for example, low density of sedimentary basins) as well
as mass variation within the asthenospheric mantle. For example, residual buoyancy centred in
the northern Basin and Range is similar to a ‘dynamic elevation’ anomaly previously derived
from topography and crustal seismic refraction data, and interpreted as an asymmetric
Yellowstone swell25. However, improved resolution by this analysis suggests that return flow
over seismically imaged mantle drips26,27 may dominate the asthenospheric mass signal. Deepseated buoyancy anomalies such as these reflect relatively recent changes in temperature towards
the base of the thermal boundary layer, and so may prove fruitful locations to look for evidence
of the advective transfer processes proposed here.
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In initial stages of tectonism (when geotherms are more-or-less uniform), one can
reasonably expect strain focusing where crust is silica-rich and hence weak. Laramide thickskinned thrusting in the middle Rocky Mountains of Wyoming (where modern Te exceeds
80 km) confirms that crustal strain focusing can occur even in the presence of a thick, strong
mantle lithosphere if tectonic forcing is sufficiently robust (for example, during flat-slab
subduction). One can also reasonably expect that advective heat transfer processes associated
with strain will amplify lithospheric weakness. Comparisons of crustal vP/vS to geothermal
variations suggest that this dynamical feedback mechanism plays a significant role in defining
spatial distributions of tectonic strain and uplift. Examining these in the context of total
lithospheric strength may improve our understanding of the roles played by the crust and mantle.
EarthScope will afford an important test of the hypothesis as it moves further east and traverses
the Appalachian orogeny, where Wilson first postulated cyclical repetition of tectonic events3.
METHODS SUMMARY
The analysis developed for this study introduces several innovations to the combination of
complementary geophysical data. The primary data set consisted of EARS6 H–K parameter
stacks of seismic receiver-function amplitudes. Structures at crustal depths (that is, less than
50 km) are spatially aliased by near-vertical arrivals to EarthScope’s transportable array, which
samples at a nominal 70 km spacing. Uncertainties inherent in a lack of redundant sampling of
the crust were mitigated using spatial statistics, by deriving likelihood filters at each site from
optimal interpolations (OI) of the crustal thickness and vP/vS estimates at neighbouring sites. A
second likelihood filter was derived by modelling the Bouguer gravity field predicted by
estimates at surrounding sites, allowing crustal thickness and vP/vS to vary at the site of interest,
and comparing to measured gravity. The combination of these filters emphasizes receiverfunction stack amplitude maxima within the model-space of high likelihood rather than forcing a
model parameterization preferred by the OI or gravity models. Gravity contains signals from
other mass fields besides crustal thickness and crustal composition, however, and within the
study region the largest is mass related to geotherm variations, or thermal mass. Thermal mass
was modelled independently from geotherms estimated using surface heat flow measurements7
and surface radiogenic element concentrations derived from airborne -ray spectroscopy
measurements28,29. The combination of these was used to derive a model of crustal radiogenic
heat production before calculation of the thermal structure. The geotherm estimates implicitly
include an advective contribution to heat transfer from extensional strain25; strain rates required
to maintain the measured heat flow are generally two to five times larger than geodetically
observed rates, suggesting a significant role for magmatic and hydrothermal processes in
Cordilleran advective heat transfer. Additional methodological details are provided in Online
Methods.
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ONLINE METHODS
The joint seismic receiver function/gravity/heat flow inversion for estimating crustal thickness
(H) and vP/vS (K) iteratively applies several data modelling and inversion procedures,
summarized as a sequence of the following steps: (1) Calculate variograms of the H and K
estimates. (2) Using observed Bouguer gravity data, linearly invert for optimal density
parameters associated with the H and K fields plus a thermal boundary layer model derived from
surface heat flow data. (3) Calculate a likelihood filter of the (H, K) parameter space at site Si
using optimal interpolation (OI) with variograms estimated in step 1. (4) Calculate a second
likelihood filter at site Si from localized gravity modelling using density parameters estimated in
step 2. (5) Multiply the likelihood filters by the EARS6 H–K stack at site Si, and set (Hi, Ki) to the
filtered stack maximum. (6) Set i = i + 1 and continue from step 1.
Step 1: variogram estimation.

We use raw EARS6 H–K parameter amplitude stacks as our receiver-function observable.
Amplitude maxima from the raw stacks are assumed as the starting model of crustal thickness H
and vP/vS ratio K. Measurement pairs are binned according to the distance between, and the
variograms (that is, expected value of the squared difference as a function of distance between
measurements) are estimated. Variograms of the initial (EARS6) and final models of H (Fig. 4b)
and K (Fig. 3) are shown in Fig. 2b and c respectively. Optimal interpolation (OI, also referred to
as ‘kriging’) uses the data variograms to interpolate data based on distance to, and estimates at,
nearby measurements30.
Step 2: estimation of density parameters.

Modelling the gravity likelihood filter in step 4 requires an estimate of the three density
parameters that relate H, K and thermal variations to gravity. Laboratory measurements and
geophysical models of the Moho density contrast, Moho, the partial derivative of density with
respect to vP/vS ratio, /K, and the coefficient of thermal expansion, v, depend on rock
composition and other factors that vary spatially, so the in situ values are a priori unknown.
Consequently we chose to estimate a representative regional average of these parameters directly
from the relationship of the fields to observed gravity within the approximate current footprint of
the EarthScope Transportable Array.
We first calculate Bouguer gravity fields per unit density, BH1 , BK1 and BT1 , by neglecting
the density parameters Moho, /K and v. We reference all estimates of crustal thickness H to
a datum (that is, subtract the site elevations) and then optimally interpolate H and K to a 16-km
mesh grid covering the region from 32–49° N latitude, 102–125° E longitude. Means H and K
are then removed, and the fields are mirrored and Fourier-transformed to frequency domain
amplitudes H% = F{H– H } and K% = F{K– K }, where F{•} denotes the Fourier transform
operator. We calculate Fourier amplitudes of the Bouguer per unit Moho density contrast, B% H1 ,
associated with the H field via:

B% H1 = 2GH% exp ( kH )

(1)
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where G is the universal gravitational constant and k is modulus of the two-dimensional
wavenumber associated with each Fourier amplitude. The Bouguer per unit density amplitudes,
B% K1 , associated with K are calculated via:
1  exp ( kH )

B% K1 = 2G 
K%  M% exp ( kH )
k


(2)

in which M% = F{(H– H )(K– K )} is a
correction factor for variable crustal
thickness.
Supplementary Figure S1 | Data sets and
processing steps used in thermal modeling. a,
Raw surface heat flow7 qs. Black circles are
measurement locations. b, Heat flow after filtering
to remove shallow sources and sinks. c, Red boxes
hold concentrations of radioactive elements
measured with airborne -ray spectroscopy29,30;
inset lower-left shows minimum and maximum
geotherm estimates modeled here. d, Surface heat
production A0 combines K, Th and U contributions
from (c). e, Length parameter of decreased heat
production, lrad. f, Surface mean temperature31 Ts.

Because
thermal
variations
contribute significantly to the total gravity
used here to invert for crustal thickness
and composition, a correction for
estimated thermal mass is included in the
model. The model of thermal gravity uses
a geotherm inverted from data that include
surface heat flow measurements7, qs,
airborne -ray spectroscopy measurements
of
surface
radiogenic
element
28,29
, and mean annual
concentrations
surface temperature data31. Supplementary
Fig. 1a depicts the OI of heat flow
measurements7. These were extrapolated
to depth using one-dimensional heattransfer relations that assume steady-state advection by extensional strain25, and a thermal
conductivity, , with temperature-dependent parameterization32 that averages crustal and mantle
rock types16. We assume mantle potential temperature Tr = 1,320 °C, and an adiabat is derived
for pressure/temperature-dependent values of mantle coefficient of thermal expansion and
specific heat capacity33. The airborne -ray spectroscopy measurements28,29 of U, Th and K
radiogenic element concentrations (Supplementary Fig. 1c) are converted to surface heat
production, A0, (Supplementary Fig. 1d) via34:
A0 = (3.58  105CK + 2.69  105CTh + 9.71  105CU)

(3)
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in which CX are concentrations in parts per billion. Weighted least squares regression of the
relationship between qs and A0 within 500 km windows yields estimates of a length-scale for an
exponential depth decay, lrad, that are physically reasonable (Supplementary Fig. 1e); a posteriori
(that is, misfit-scaled) parameter uncertainties of radiogenic length estimates are typically 10–
30%. In the absence of better constraint, this approach adequately represents the spatial
distribution of heat producing elements.
After subtracting the portion arising from shallow heat production, heat flow is filtered35
to remove effects of sources and sinks shallower than 30 km (Supplementary Fig. 1b). This
removes most (though not all) advective effects of near-surface hydrology and heat flow
measurement noise associated with three-dimensional conductivity variations and topographic
effects. Temperature is estimated as25:

T (z ) = Ts +

2
2

 z  
 z
A0lrad
A0lrad
+

 Ts erf
1  exp 
T

r
 

 lrad  
 lcon

(4)

where

lcon =

2

2  (Tr  Ts )  A0lrad

 (qs  A0lrad )

(5)

and the minimum and maximum estimates of geotherms from the map region are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1c inset. (Note the actual relations used are complicated slightly, relative to
equations (4) and (5), by the temperature-dependence of  and a solution for two relations, one
each for the crust and mantle, with stipulation that temperature and heat flux for both are
identical at the Moho).
Supplementary Fig. 1f shows the surface temperature, Ts, adapted from climate models of
mean annual temperature31. An advective contribution from extensional strain (needed to
accommodate advective heat transfer) is implicit rather than explicit in these relations. Map-view
thermal fields, Tz, are averaged over 1-km depth ranges for z = 1, …, 200 km, means are
removed, and the data are mirrored and transformed as T%z = F {Tz  Tz }. Then amplitudes of the
thermal gravity field per unit density variation, BT1 , are calculated via:
200

B%T1 = 2, 000G   zT%z exp ( kz )

(6)

z =1

Here  z is an expected value for density at a given depth, based on the mean temperature
and a continental mean compositional profile with depth36. Note the multiplication by factor-of1,000 arises from the 1-km discretisation of the geotherm.
We now have amplitudes for three different gravity fields, BH1 , BK1 and BT1 , that are
independent of density parameters. To estimate those density parameters, we inverse transform
the amplitudes to the spatial domain, strip mirrored portions and then invert the highly overdetermined system of linear equations:
r
r
r  r1
r
BH1  Moho + BK1
+ BT  v + 1 s = Bobs
(7)
K
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for the unknown parameters Moho, /K, v, and a static offset s. Here, the arrow denotes a
~15,000  1 vector.
Supplementary Figure S2 | Modeled and
observed Bouguer gravity fields. a, Final model
1
of Moho gravity ( BH  Moho ). Black circles denote
seismic sites. b, Final model of crustal gravity (
B1K  K ). c, Thermal gravity ( BT1  v ). d,
Residual (observed minus sum of models). e,
Observed Bouguer gravity. f, Model summing
Figs. S2a-c.

Supplementary Fig. 2 depicts each
of the individual components of the final
regional model of the gravity field
(Supplementary Fig. 2a–c), the observedminus-modelled residual (Supplementary
Fig. 2d; see also Fig. 4d), the observed
gravity field (Supplementary Fig. 2e), and
the total modelled gravity field summing
contributions from the Moho, crustal
density variations and thermal density
variations (Supplementary Fig. 2f). It is
worth noting that the mass fields derived
from this gravity modelling can be used
for geodynamical investigations of stress,
strain and isostatic loading, and in fact
estimation of these mass fields was the
original objective of this investigation.
Supplementary Fig. 3 depicts evolution of
the r.m.s. gravity residual for the summed
model, and for separate components of the
model, over ~25,000 site updates (roughly
16 iterations over all seismic sites within
the map space). Residual of the summed
model drops from 55 mGal for the starting
model, using raw EARS estimates of H
and K, to 26 mGal for the final model. By
comparison, the root-variance of observed gravity is 68 mGal. (Note that the deviation beginning
around 15,000 site updates resulted after introduction of new H–K stacks from the IRIS
database6. The iterative inversion results shown here required about six months of computation
on a quad-core workstation, during which time the EarthScope Transportable Array continued to
collect new earthquake data and add new sites). Taken separately, the raw EARS data contribute
virtually no reduction of variance to the starting model. Hence, the thermal model dominates
total reduction of variance when the raw EARS estimates are used, that is, at iteration 0 in
Supplementary Fig. 3. The temperature model does not change during the inversion run
(although the thermal density parameter, v, does), and contributions from the Moho and crustal
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density models overtake the thermal mass contribution by the end of the second iteration over all
sites (with crustal density eventually dominating the overall reduction of gravity variance).
Supplementary Figure S3 | Evolution of the
gravity model. RMS residual for models of
1
thermal gravity ( BT  v ) are shown as red circles,
1

Moho gravity ( BH  Moho ) are blue, bulk crustal
1

gravity ( BK  K ) are cyan, and the combined
model of Bouguer gravity (summing the three
components) is green. Horizontal grey bar is RMS
of the observed gravity field; vertical bars demark
iterations over the entire map space.

The final density parameter
estimates are 0.81  105 °C1 for the
coefficient of thermal expansion v,
115 kg m3 for Moho, and 460 kg m3 for
/K. These values differ slightly from
expectations
based
on
laboratory
experiments and other geophysical studies.
Laboratory data on pressure- and
temperature-dependence of the thermal
expansion coefficient for rocks within the thermal boundary layer predict values in the range
(0.5–3.5)  105 °C1. The low estimate derived here is consistent with predictions for granite37,
but the upper mantle (where v should be (2.5–3.5)  105; ref. 38) dominates the thermal mass
integral (Supplementary Fig. 1c inset). Recent studies suggest the effective thermal expansivity
of a viscoelastic fluid mantle will be 15–30% less than laboratory mineral physics measurements
of the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion39,40, but the ~70% lower value estimated here
is more likely to reflect a poor geotherm model. Surface heat flow measurements are sparse and
notoriously noisy, and non-steady-state contributions to lithospheric heat transfer (for example,
under the Sierra Nevada41 and the Colorado plateau23) cannot be modelled accurately from
surface data alone, so the thermal model used here is likely to represent mantle temperature
variations poorly. One implication of this is that the true correlation coefficient of geothermal
variations and crustal composition may be even higher than we have estimated.
The density contrast for continental Moho inferred from normal mode seismic analysis is
480 kg m3 (ref. 42), but laboratory measurements indicate it can range from about 200 to
600 kg m3 and globally averages ~230 kg m3 (ref. 36). Our final crustal thickness estimates
(Fig. 4b) match fairly well the independent estimates from more sparsely sampled crustal seismic
refraction studies (for example, compiled in ref. 25) and from inversion of Rayleigh phase
velocity data (D. Schutt, personal communication). The regression slope of the latter independent
estimate with ours is 1.001 with a correlation coefficient of 0.72, so the density contrast estimate
is unlikely to be significantly in error. Much of the thicker crust in western portions of the region
of our inversion is underlain by dense cumulates and/or eclogites, for example, under the Sierra
Nevada26, Cascade Range and the Snake River plain43; other regions of thick crust (such as the
Wyoming province44) exhibit anomalously high lower crustal velocity. These would imply a
lower-than-average Moho density contrast. Laboratory measurements suggest the partial
derivative of density with respect to vP/vS deriving from compositional variations should be
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around 1,500 kg m3 (Fig. 1a), although this will vary significantly depending on actual
abundances of various compositions, and the direct effect of temperature on vP/vS effectively
would lower the observational slope.
Step 3: OI likelihood filter.

OI yields both an expected value and an estimate of uncertainty, and we use it in this application
both for interpolation of various measurement fields to arbitrary locations and for estimation of
likelihood functions applied to H–K stacks. The OI likelihood filter at a seismic site Si chosen for
update is estimated by interpolating H and K estimates from the 150 nearest sites to the location
of site Si. The expected values (HiOI, KiOI) and 1 estimates of uncertainty (H, K) are used to
determine OI confidence interval COI at all stack amplitude realizations (Ha, Ka) present in the
EARS stack via:
2

 H  H iOI   K a  K iOI 
C (H a , Ka ) =  a
 +

 H
  K


2

2
OI

(8)

Then, assuming H and K are Gaussian processes, COI will be 2-distributed and the
likelihood corresponding to that confidence interval is given by45:
L=

1

(9)

M
1+
F1 (M , N  M )
N M

Here the degrees of freedom are those of the H–K stack: M, the number of model
parameters, is 2 (being H and K); the number of observations N = 4n where n is the number of
earthquakes used in the stack and 4 represents the number of seismic phases sampled (Ps, PpSs,
PsPs and PpPs), F1 is the inverse of the
F-cumulative distribution function, and 
represents the probability:
 C2 
 = exp   OI 
 2 

(10)

An example OI likelihood filter
L(H,K) at Nevada site TA.O09A is shown
in Supplementary Fig. 4a.
Supplementary Figure S4 | Example likelihood
filters for site TA.O09A in central Nevada. a,
Likelihood filter from optimal interpolation (OI);
grey contours are confidence intervals. b, Filter
from gravity modeling; white contours are
confidence intervals. c, Combined filter using
gravity and OI. d, Filtered amplitude stack
(identical to Fig. 2e).
Step 4: gravity likelihood filter.

A second likelihood filter is derived from
gravity modelling within a relatively small
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window near the seismic site. For each possible permutation of (Ha, Ka) represented in the EARS
amplitude stack, we temporarily set (Hi, Ki) at the update site Si equal to (Ha, Ka) and hold fixed
the crustal thickness and vP/vS ratio at surrounding sites. We reference crustal thickness H to a
datum (that is, subtract the site elevation) and then optimally interpolate H and K to a 9-km
mesh, 288-km aperture grid centred at site Si. The gravity modelling is analogous to that used to
estimate density parameters in step 2, except that now we model Bouguer gravity (that is, using
the estimated density parameters) rather than gravity per unit density. Means H and K are
removed, the fields are mirrored and Fourier-transformed to frequency domain amplitudes
H% = F{H– H } and K% = F{K– K }, and we calculate amplitudes of the Bouguer gravity fields
B% H associated with the H field via:

B% H = 2 G Moho H% exp (kH )

(11)

B% K associated with K via:


 1  exp ( kH ) % %
B% K = 2G
K  M exp ( kH )
k
K 


(12)

and B%T for the thermal model as:
200

B%T = 2, 000G v   zT%z exp ( kz )

(13)

z =1

Supplementary Figure S5 | Site-specific gravity
modeling example for central Nevada site
TA.O09A. a, Observed Bouguer gravity; small
black circles represent other nearby seismic sites
with EARS stacks. b, Best-fit modeled gravity (Ha
= 33 km; Ka = 1.74). c, Observed minus modeled
residual. d, RMS misfit as a function of assumed
(Ha, Ka) at site Si = TA.O09A; white contours are
confidence intervals.

We inverse transform gravity fields
to the spatial domain, strip mirrored
portions and calculate a modelled gravity
field BMod by summing BH, BK and BT.
Example observed and modelled gravity
for the TA.O09A site is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 5a and b, respectively.
We then subtract the mean difference
between modelled and observed gravity, and calculate the L2-norm of the residual difference
(Supplementary Fig. 5c). The r.m.s. misfit, R, as a function of assumed (Ha, Ka) at the site
(Supplementary Fig. 5d) can be used to derive confidence intervals on the gravity model via the
likelihood ratio method45, in which the confidence region with probability  of containing the
correct solution corresponds to the model space for which
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M
2
R 2  Rmin
F1 (M , N g  M )
1 +
 N g  M


(14)

where Ng is the number of gravity observations and Rmin is the global minimum gravity residual.
We map R2 to given probability  and then use  as a function of H–K to calculate a likelihood
filter for the stack amplitude, using equation (9). This effectively transforms the misfit function
from the gravity modelling to the degrees-of-freedom inherent to the receiver function stack. An
example likelihood filter derived from gravity modelling at site TA.O09A is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 4b.
Step 5: updating the H–K estimate at a site.

Both the OI and gravity likelihood filters (Supplementary Fig. 4c) are multiplied by the raw
EARS receiver function amplitude stack (Fig. 2d). Then (Ha, Ka) corresponding to the amplitude
maximum of the filtered stack (Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 4d) are adopted as the updated
estimate of (Hi, Ki) at site Si. These updates are performed iteratively over all sites within the
map region.
Supplementary Figure S6 | Receiver function
example for central Nevada site TA.O09A. a,
Transverse receiver functions. Grey lines are
EARS measurements from all 53 events, with time
axis scaled to match the Ps arrival to that of a
common zero ray parameter. The red line is a stack
of all receiver functions, and blue is a synthetic
receiver function using H and K from the final
model (with assumed 10° angle of incidence,
similarly time-scaled to zero ray parameter). b,
Radial receiver functions.

Likelihood filters for this analysis
do not force estimates to match the
variogram and gravity constraints, but
instead guide the model away from
receiver function H–K stack maxima that
result from interference with structural
complexities. Supplementary Fig. 6 shows
observed receiver functions (time-scaled to remove dependence of Ps arrival time on ray
parameter) for the 53 events recorded at site TA.O09A. These, and their stack, are compared to a
synthetic receiver function generated for the simple Earth model (H = 29.75; K = 1.76) derived
by our method, demonstrating that results reported here are consistent with the raw receiver
function data.
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